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STUDENTS AT THE SHOPS BEFORE SCHOOL
Students at the shops before school are expected to behave to the same high standards as required by you at
school. Each of you wears the Ferny Grove SHS uniform and as such the expectations for behaviour from your
parents, the school and community are high.
Members of the community are entitled to attend the shops without having to walk through a crowd of students who
should not be there. The shops are not a place for loitering-they are a place of business. As students of Ferny
Grove SHS your behaviour at the shops reflects on you and your school. The public form an impression of a school
and its students in a matter of seconds-how you wear your uniform, how you speak and how you behave in public
quickly presents an image of you and your school.
Students should only be attending the shops before school with parental permission and for a specific purpose. It is
not appropriate for students to loiter within and around the shopping complex. Students loitering at the shops will be
directed to move to school by teachers.
Students are not permitted to leave the school grounds during the day to go to the shops; this includes those
students looking to purchase morning tea or lunch; the canteen is available and supplies a healthy and varied menu
for students.
Students failing to meet these expectations will receive consequences as per our Behaviour Management Policy.
I expect all in our school to project an image of excellence-in appearance, behaviour and interaction with members of
the community. In doing so we send a clear message that we are a school with high standards, proud of whom we
are and the image that we present to the community.

